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EO.S2.03.6.01 

Submission from the Catholic Church in Scotland 
 
An Outline of the Catholic Church’s Teaching on Same-Sex Relationships 
 
The following gives a brief summary of the Catholic Church’s teaching regarding proposals 
to give legal recognition to unions between homosexual persons. 
 
The Catholic Church is opposed to proposals to introduce civil partnership registration for 
same-sex couples and granting special privileges to such relationships. Granting legal status 
to homosexual unions, even when not using the word marriage, clearly introduces a legal 
entity which imitates marriage. 
 
Our opposition is in no way founded upon prejudice or a wish to unfairly discriminate against 
homosexual persons. The legitimate rights of all people must at all times be upheld and their 
dignity as human persons recognised. Whilst the Church affirms that every person who 
experiences same sex attraction be treated with compassion and sensitivity it recognises that 
homosexual acts remain immoral and cannot be approved. 
  
Legal recognition of same-sex partnership would effectively be a redefinition of marriage, 
making it an institution devoid of essential reference to factors linked to heterosexuality; for 
example procreation and raising children. Such recognition will also expose the young to 
erroneous ideas about sexuality and marriage, undermine public morality and contribute to the 
spread of the phenomenon. 
 
Civil laws are structuring principles in the life of society and the creation of a new entity 
based on same-sex unions in the legal structure represents a profound change in the 
organisation of society, the understanding of human sexuality and the status of marriage as 
the foundation of family life. This represents a failure on the State’s part in its duty to 
promote and defend marriage as an institution essential to the common good. 
Married couples ensure the succession of generations and provide an appropriate environment 
for the nurturing and protection of children. This relationship is therefore of great public 
interest and requires specific attention from a legal perspective which is not required in the 
case of homosexual couples, who do not fulfil the same function. 
 
The proposals do not ultimately entail the recognition of legitimate rights but rather make 
homosexual relationships a source of additional rights which are not accorded to other non-
marital relationships. Individual rights can and should be safeguarded and homosexual 
persons, like all citizens, can make provisions in law to protect their interests. It would be 
unjust to sacrifice the common good and just laws on the family in order to protect personal 
goods that can and must be guaranteed in ways that do not harm the body of society. 
 
Homosexual unions lack the biological and anthropological elements of marriage and family. 
Yet by giving state recognition, approval and support to such relationships the necessary 
recognition of the proper environment for the rearing of children is obscured with 
consequences for many families and the prospect of such relationships being regarded as 
suitable for the adoption of children. Homosexual relationships lack the complementarity of 
the sexes which foster the normal development of children. Adoption in such circumstances 
would have a profoundly detrimental effect on an adopted child who may already have 
suffered considerable emotional trauma. 
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Please use this form to complete your answers to the questions in the consultation paper. Upon 
completion, please send the document as an attachment in an email to: 

civilpartnershipregistration@scotland.gsi.gov.uk’. 

Instructions for Completion 

� Use the ‘tab’ key to move to the next field on the form.   
� To select a value from a drop-down list, click on the arrow beside the field 
� To tick a box, please click once on it 
� To type in text, just start typing. The box will expand to fit your comments. 
�  ‘Save’ document when complete 
 
 

Part 1 – Personal details 
 

Please complete the details below as this will help ensure we handle your response appropriately.  
 
 

Title: Mr 

First name: Ghulam 

Surname: Nabi 

Job Title: Parliamentary Officer 

Organisation: UK Islamic Mission 

Address: 
 
 

19 Carrington St., 

      

      

Town/City: Glasgow 

Postcode: G4 9AJ 

Telephone number 0141 331 1119 

For the purpose of analysing responses, it would be 
helpful if you would also indicate the capacity in 
which you are completing this questionnaire. 

Religious organisation 
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Do you agree to your response being made public 
(in SE library and/or on SE website)? Yes 

Where confidentiality is not requested, we will 
publish your full response including your name (and 
address, where provided). If you do not wish for 
these personal details to be published, please 
check this box 

 

Are you content for the Scottish Executive Civil Law 
Division to contact you again in the future for 
consultation purposes? 

Yes 
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Part 2 – Consultation points 
 

 
1.    We propose that Scottish same-sex couples should be able to register their partnership in 
order to trigger access to a comprehensive package of rights and responsibilities in both reserved and 
devolved areas. (paragraphs 3.1 to 3.11) 
 
Please provide any comments. 
 The Muslim community of Scotland can not condone any practice that will lead to diminution of  
family values in Scotland. Registration of same-sex partnership is lending status and credibility to 
these practices and putting them in par with marriage, which is a sacred institution in Islam and many 
other religions. The rights and responsibilities of a married couple that are the backbone of our society 
are very different from those who opt out of the responsibilities of marriage. 
 
 
 
 
 
2.    If we are to introduce civil partnership registration for same-sex couples, we propose asking 
the Scottish Parliament to agree to a Sewel motion so that Scottish provisions can be included in any 
Westminster Bill. (paragraphs 4.1 to 4.7) 
 
Please provide any comments. 
We are unable to comment on the use of Sewel motion  as we are not familiar with this procedure. 
 
 
 
 
Principles 
 
We propose seven underlying principles through which a civil partnership registration scheme can be 
understood. Each of these is described below. 
 
3.    We believe that Scottish same-sex couples should be able to register their partnership in 
Scotland rather than having to travel to England or Wales. (paragraph 5.2) 
 
Do you support this principle?   No  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 We should not do anything that damages the family structure in Scotland no irrespective of  what 
other regions of Great Britain decide  or  what the inconvenience to any individual or group of people . 
We believe in the principle that  marriage is the norm in Scotland, and all cititizens of Scotland should 
live by this norm. 
 
 
 
 
  
4.    We believe that the UK Government should recognise partnerships registered by same-sex 
couples in Scotland for reserved purposes. (paragraph 5.3) 
 
Do you support this principle?   NO      
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 We  believe that same-sex partnerships should not be registered in Scotland in the first place. 
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5.    We believe that partnerships registered by same-sex couples in Scotland should trigger 
access to a comprehensive package of rights and responsibilities in devolved areas that largely 
mirrors those available to civil registered partners in England and Wales. (paragraph 5.4) 
 
Do you support this principle?   No  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 Same-sex partnerships should be discouraged by  not opening the full package of rights and 
resposibilties to any except married cccouples. Further measures should be designed to shore up the 
institution of marriage that is currently flagging in Scotland. 
 
 
 
 
 
6.    We believe that devolved aspects of civil partnership registration should be based on Scots 
law. (paragraph 5.5) 
 
Do you support this principle?   No  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 Scots law should be  upheld by not going down the path of same-sex partnership registration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.    We believe that in order to achieve a comprehensive package of rights and responsibilities in 
reserved and devolved areas, and to avoid difficult cross border issues, that Westminster is best 
placed to legislate for civil partnership registration in Scotland through a UK Civil Partnership 
Registration Bill. (paragraph 5.6) 
 
Do you support this principle?   No  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 The parliament in Scotland has been set up to debate issues that affect the Scots.  This is a basic 
shift away from Scots law that should be discussed and debated by all  sections of  the community in 
Scotland.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.    We recognise the role that marriage has in Scottish society and do not seek to undermine 
marriage by extending civil partnership registration to cohabiting couples. (paragraph 5.7) 
 
Do you support this principle?   Yes  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 All deviations from the  principle of marriage should be discouraged without making an example of 
cohabiting couples. Civil partnership registration will undermine the institution of marriage whether this 
right is extended to the cohabiting couples or not. 
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9.    We do not seek to open up marriage to same-sex couples. Instead we are creating a new 
legal status of civil registered partner for same-sex couples. (paragraph 5.8) 
  
Do you support this principle?   No  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 In our opinion civil registrationan is a marriage by  another name which  should be   opposed as the 
value of married life   will be devalued further.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scottish Civil Partnership Registration Scheme 
 
10.    We propose that there are set formal requirements to be met by those wishing to register a 
partnership. These are explained in paragraphs 6.6 to 6.10. 
 
Do you support the formal  
requirements that we propose?   No     
 
Please provide any additional comments 
       
Formal requirements will be amended as and when necessary. Relatively strict  criteria will be 
watered down till such registrations will compete with the institution of marriage in our society. 
 
 
 
 
 
11.    We propose that there be a set process for the registration of a civil partnership, the 
dissolution of a civil partnership and that a civil registered partner be able to inform the registrar of the 
death of a partner. These are explained in paragraphs 6.11 to 6.35. 
 
Do you support the process aspects 
of registration that we propose?   NO     
 
Please provide any additional comments 
       
Blood relations and spouses can rightly be regarded as next of kin, to inform the registrar of a death of 
their loved one. A newly invented contractual convenience  should not be allowed to override the 
procedures that have served Scotland well for centuries and have stood the test of time.  
 
12.    We propose that civil registered partners are recognised in Scots family law. This covers, 
parental responsibility, children (residence and contact on dissolution), aliment, property division of 
dissolution, intestacy, inheritance and damages. Our proposals are explained in paragraphs 6.36 to 
6.42. 
 
Do you support this proposal?   No      
 
Please provide any additional comments 
       
Scots Family Law applies to families in Scotland not to institutions that will undermine the institution of 
the family in Scotland. There should be clear distinctions between the rights and responsibilities of 
those who engage in matrimonial relationships and those who opt out of such commitments. There 
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should be clear incentives for people to get married. 
 
 
 
13.    We propose that civil registered partners are recognised consequentially in other aspects of 
Scots Law. This includes council tax, local government elections, making financial decisions on behalf 
of adults with incapacity, hospital visiting and medical treatment, prison visiting, survivor pensions and 
injury benefits from public service pension schemes, fatal accident inquiry, burial, post mortems and 
organ retention. Our proposals are explained in paragraphs 6.43 to 6.53. 
 
Do you support this proposal?   NO      
 
Please provide any additional comments 
       
See above. 
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Islamic Submission To  
The Scottish Parliament  
 
Subject :  Same Sex marital status 
 
 
We are grateful to The Scottish Parliament for the opportunity to contribute on this 
issue.  
 
Before a submission, it is necessary to lay the basis for the Islamic perspective, 
otherwise the Muslim contribution may appear out of context and subject to a 
misunderstanding.  
 
1. Islam state that every nation, or people, were sent prophets by Allah.   Jesus, 
Moses and many others were these prophets. The prophets were given divine 
guidance to share with their people and leave them with the penultimate 
message, that the ultimate Message will descend in due course, to serve the 
global human need until the day of Judgement.  
 
2. The evidence for Islam as the Ultimate Message are the extensive Islamic 
teachings, on spheres social and economic, public and private, war and peace. 
Milleniums ahead of current law and convention, local and global.    
 
3. The alternative evidence for Islam as the Ultimate Divine Message, is it’s 
preservation. The Message preserved in the Quran exactly as it arrived, no vowel 
or letter changed.  In addition the explanation for the divine Will, the word and 
practice  of the prophets, is similarly preserved in extensive works by scholars of 
the same period, some 1200 years earlier.  
 
Muslims world wide accepted Islam by the evidence and it’s contrast with their life 
styles.   
 
The prophets taught the concepts of dignity and honor, respect and morality, 
marriage and decency… the “good” in the world is because of what they taught, 
otherwise the human would be an animal.     It is in this context that any submission 
needs to be made and read. Otherwise the contribution may be political correct, but 
insincere in the extreme and another human catastrophe.   
 
Same Sex Sex  
 
In order to address same sex sex, it is necessary to address sex in a wider sense, to 
learn any lessons for future policy. The summary submission below covers, co-
education, Islamic perspective on sex, homosexuality, and the lesson for the human 
need for guidance from an non-human source. Thence to make a policy and law to 
further the humane causes. While the additional pages note the wider Islamic 
perspective on marriage.  
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Islamic Statement  

 

Islam forbids same sex sex as it does sex out with marriage, this to protect and 
preserve the human fabric. As a right of all future generations, Muslims do not have 
the power to rewrite the Divine Message. Reject the message they can, to toy with it 
they cannot.  

We would request an opportunity, by the parliament, to address the wider issue of 
the human fabric and the human need for guidance free of human influence.  This to 
further the democratic process to include and benefit all the communities. �
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1. Sex, Genetics And The Guidance 

�
Co-education  A significant socialist trend was to abolish single sex schools. Children 
taught together will, presumably develop better :-  
 

� understanding amongst the sexes,  
� working relationships,  
� selection of marriage partners & better marriages,  
� marriages with stable and strong family units, 
� …..  still sounds a good idea. 

 
Children are all different, and many unable able to take full advantage of the sensual 
opportunities, available by mixed schooling and the liberal sex education.  Many are naturally 
uncertain, reserved, shy, hesitant, late developers, unattractive. Some see their premature 
advances rejected. This group a mere audience for the exploits of the few.   It is logical to 
consider the size of this group and the likely thought processes within them. Alienation, 
isolation, inferiority complexes can they be ruled out ? 
 
The animal reproductive process, sex education, has been delivered to the unsuspecting child.  
The news of fellow pupils, their sexual success, the real, the exaggerated  and the imaginary 
are fresh in their minds. The result is a natural, enforced, compulsive tendency to experiment.   
 
This as individual’s, then with members of their own sex, then with the maturity of time and 
the emergence from hibernate states with members of the opposite sex. The final product is 
the new fast sex class. The asexual, the homosexual, the bisexual…the allsexual. 
 
Co-education,  the consequences The experiment of mixed sex education, in 
actual fact contributed to a base human instinct.  
 
Teenage boys & girls, like all young men and women have a powerful, instinctive, natural, 
chemical attraction for sex. Co-education, sex education and free contraceptives provided the 
means for unleashing a genetic addiction. 
 
It seems humankind failed to see the power of human psychology, here as in so many other 
cases.  As opposed to using this for human benefit, human psychology was let loose over the 
unsuspecting. 
Mixed sex education was conceived to bring the sexes close together. It has served to 
produced some, unwanted(!), but distinctive results: record teenage pregnancies, single 
motherhood norms, segregation into lesbianism and homosexuality, the true multisexual. 
 
Modern education, co & sex -education has delivered a unique, “human”, metamorphosis.  
The modern man and woman developing from  the various sexual stages: asexual, 
homosexual,  bisexuality and the multi-sexual.  
 
The new groups, the sexually liberated began to age and stretching their muscle(!). 
Developing into full blown communities, demanding every right as independent 
communities. Gay couples bearing children. Here science and sex seemed to find a new 
tango, a new marriage for new glories, new prides, new nobel prizes. 
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Blaming or isolating this community can be understood from the  US, the “leading” 
civilisation.  US parents buy guns and teach their children to shoot.  Now when these children 
use them to kill, the argument is:- the children have personality disorders, genetic(!)faults, 
born that way!  
 
Demolishing morality was rather easy, rebuilding it is quite another matter.  Consider the 
haste of retreat from a speech, “Back to Basics”. The irony more a tragedy. Authors of such 
sentiment, writers and orators, adamant their brand of solutions are the right ones. Ignoring 
that their pervious solutions, over decades and centuries, are the very ones that gave birth to 
these present predicaments. Some reflection, with a sincere posture, may be humane for all 
the British in Britain, at this late hour in the human day. 
 
Advocates of mixed schooling, as advocates all over, failed to see the true potential of the 
policies advocated.   With hindsight the advocates rush to resurrect new arguments to defend 
the old, on and on it goes.  Human intentions can be good, but the human mind is far from 
good, it evidently needs guidance to translate the good from the human mind into a physical 
good for human kind.  
 
Islamic perspective on Sex   The fundamental approach of Islam is the recognition that sex 
is a powerful human psyche, engineered to serve the foundations of marriage and family, 
morality and decency, life and society.   
By dismantling sex, this most powerful of human emotions is let loose on the unsuspecting 
infants, children, teenagers, men, women, society and the human race. The results are now all 
around.  The joy of sex experienced at 13 or 19,in marriage or out with, with a female or a 
male is a common experience.  Islam advocates the protection of the individual from the 
sexual experience until the occasion of sex with their partner in marriage.  Then it is 
restricted within  marriage, shrouded in privacy. This to protect one and all.   Each infant and 
each child, each youngster boy or girl, each man and woman from rape and sleeze, murder 
and torture….  In the absence of this protection the cost is the fatherless, almost orphaned 
child, women and men on the heap. This is not a charge, it is the very state of affairs around 
us.  Man is evidently in the need of guidance.  
 
The woman is not the same as a man.  Whereas the man can appear to get away with it, the 
woman cannot. Her sex is her protection.  Sex changes her, physically, mentally, irreversible.   
When her natural protection through a sexual  experience is wasted in the absence of the full 
knowledge of what she possess, it destroys her, her children and then the men and soceity. 
This is now the present state of affairs, all around. 
 
Advocating a multiplicity of partners to serve as a means of choosing better partners by the 
numbers, the current statistics: accelerating divorce rates, declining marriages, shorter 
marriages, booming illegitimacy.… was weak. In sex there are  lessons to learn, women and 
men are indeed desperate for guidance. 
 
Homosexuality  The practice is not new.  What is new is the surrender of disgust in the 
act.  This is the guidance.   Most in their later years will testify that the contemplation of this 
act does disgust.  The question is wherefrom this disgust?  Is it genetic?   The education 
sector has not taught  homosexuality as an evil, if it ever did, yet the disgust remains. The  
modern explanation  is that the disgust as a collective social phenomenon, a taboo born out of 
irrational church values, the “church” morality.   
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The disgust however is not lost, not entirely; it retains the means to guide. Those in practice 
will testify that, the prospect of this act with a family member, father or mother, may Allah 
forgive,  causes disgust, but why ?  The animals do it, they have no concept of family 
relations, they apparently feel no disgust.   Incest, and homosexual incest, as an evil was 
never on the educational agenda, so where from this disgust ?  (Hope & a prayer this does not 
become the new democratic crusade.) 
 
This disgust is the genetic means to show humankind the limits.  This genetic means is the 
distinctive factor, separating  the human from the animal.  It is this disgust that is genetic and 
not homosexuality, as the scientist would have us believe.   This genetic disgust, like many 
other genetic disgusts, are wittled down by persistent use of the other unique human attribute, 
assertion of choice.  
 
When a choice is asserted contrary to the genetic safety mechanisms, the genetic mechanism 
begins to fail. The assertion of the misplaced choice is the gradual dose that removes the 
disgust. Almost chain by chain, cell by cell, gene by gene.  Once the genetic mechanism fails, 
the disgust fails, the human fails.   Occasionally by Divine Order , it is resurrected in varying 
levels, in an individual, race or nation. This is apparent when an individual, or members of a 
community,  feel disgust in acts evil, though practised for many a year, many a decade. These 
Divine occasions recede with time, as the individual or the community persists, with out 
recourse to repentance.  
 
This attack on the genetic mechanisms is visible.  The common thief will testify that they feel 
disgust before, during and after the steal. They or their colleagues often returning, 
anonymously to repair broken doors and   windows, “won’t charge much, whatever you like”.  
Gradually the disgust wears off,  dies off.   The robbery and attacks, murder and rape… get 
easier. As one sets out on path wrong, disgust and guilt rise. Gradually with persistent 
wrongs, the disgust and guilt fail to rise at all. 
 
Take the poor marching  on the G8, WB and IMF meetings, in their “poverty” they hold on to 
the disgust against pride, greed and oppression. Those attending the meetings confident, it is 
they who hold the disgust against homosexuality and the “lazy buggers”.   The truth is both 
are deluded, the delusion is the devils work. 
 
Respect, tolerance, patience,  contentment, consideration, loathing, disgust… are Divine 
genetic codes. They distinguish the human from the animal.  These codes are  addressed and 
supported by Divine Revelations.  Those that come across the Final Divine Revelations, will 
be judged with reference to it, others will be judged on the basis of this, their genetic coding.  
The denial of the genetic coding will not offer much defence, it is The Coder that one will 
address, the Original DNA Coder. 
 
Then there is the scientific explanation, homosexuality is  genetic, this perhaps an attempt to 
“help” the homosexual against society oppression.  The lack of taqleed, extreme caution,  in 
the scientest is perilous, take the pill if not the war trades.  Accepting homosexuality as 
genetic is Pandora’s box.  With this all habis & evils:- arguments, assaults, divorce, 
matrimonial and custodial battles, lies, abuse, rape and child rape, murder, wars and proxy 
wars, not forgetting the production, consumption, export and sale of drugs, alcohol, mines, 
war trades, waste of life resources.. can be claimed genetic. Then what ?  
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Reverse engineering of the human kind ? The real brave new world ? Glory of the ultimate 
Nobel Peace Prize ?    

�
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Accepting Homosexuality The argument for accepting homosexual practice is not freedom 
or equality. It is the acceptance of far more inhuman a practice, and  for many a century.  
Slavery, slave  labour, robbery by interest, robbery of third world assets, colonisation’s and 
occupations old and new , proxy wars ….  
 
Niether is it a question of treating the homosexual, the single mother, the banker, the 
criminal, the pusher, the rapist…. in isolation. No one is isolated,  treatment is needed on a 
wider prespective.  And a  treatment free of human contamination.  
 
The only treatment is a Divine treatment and a belief in a reckoning. Which of the favours of 
the Lord can we Deny? This treatment He Has Delivered and Preserved.  
 
It is self evident, from almost every angle, that the humanity needs to be taught to the human.  
Be it :-  
 
� the need for keeping pets and fouling the pavements, 
� listining to music and ruining a neghbours peace,  
� walking the streets and terrorising the communities,  
� having a drink and killing with the car,  
� sex and stealing someones partner,  
� sex and cheating a fellow being, 
� sex and dumping your child on the single mother, 
� work and the rat race, ….. 
 
After decades and centuries of humanity by trial and error, from almost every angle, it is 
evident that humanity needs to be derived from a non human source, a Divine Source. After 
centuries and more it is evident that this  Divine Source, has to prove it’s authenticy.  
 
This is  the Islamic prespective which prevents a pragmatic, short, insincere,  politically 
correct response.  
 
Humanity and islam, demand wrong be denounced as wrong.  It is this same logic that 
brought out Scotlands most historic protest, agains the Iraq war.  Free or cheap oil, no matter 
how neccessay, was not acceptable at the price of blood.  Humanity involves the sacrifice of 
interest, at every step. 

2. Marriage, England, Leadership And The Guidance  
 
Marriage  
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Marriage is a unique instrument for human well being. Within which are signs of True 
Guidance.  The concept of marriage is found in every community, of every size the world 
over.  Including the so called “uncivilised” and “savage“ communities of Africa,  Americas, 
and the Pacific. Marriage is evidently a basic institute,  the essential brick for humane society.  
 
Marriage is spread across continents & oceans, languages & cultures, the literate & the 
illiterate worlds.  (Sadly,  with the spread of the “global” culture the decline in marriage is 
also globally.)  
 
The question is how come? How did marriage acquire such status, a global recognition and 
practice.  Without co-ordination. Although all three major religions, and many others, testify 
to the basic value of marriage, historically their is no evidence to suggest that the remote 
communities in hostile environments like the jungles of South America, Himalayan 
mountains, remote pacific islands … had knowledge of Judaism, Christianity or Islam. 
 
The consistency in marriage as world wide institute, suggests some co-ordination. Since this 
co-ordination was not of human origin and since marriage has served humankind well,  it can 
only be concluded that the co-ordination was an inspiration from a Divine source working in 
the interest of the human race.  
 
By contrast the “free”, “independent”, “rational” thinking has reduces marriage to a common 
irrational human practice!  Adopted at random like morality itself. The free thinking steps 
back by far more than the 2000 christian years, back to the basics, the true basics, the animal 
basics.  Such liberal steps have universal appeal, be it from a monarch in waiting, the church 
and the conservative circles, from the  cabinet down. (The Muslim and the Arab, afraid of 
falling behind, rush to join in, from the sheikhs and the Shahs down to the street workers 
from Asia and Africa.) 
 
Without co-ordination  it is the very “free” concepts,  the practice of the animal kingdom that 
should be rife throughout human communities. As opposed to a systematic, organised, 
controlled means of addressing a basic reproductive and delightful animal experience  in the 
human race. 
 
The modern explanation, highlights the serious lack of sincerity, a denial of education.  This 
in the face of the irrefutable benefits of marriage. This lack of sincerity is one manifestation 
of a  common, and catastrophic, human deficiency.  Being “Wrong” has to be acknowledged 
before it can be treated, for the good of all.  
 
The more moral “conservative” has believed polygyny is wrong, immoral, base. But now 
observes, the “free” sex  principles and the moral bankruptcy. Islah, rectification, is a difficult 
concept to define let alone acquire. The need for guidance, is however, apparent all over.  
 
Quranic Explanation The Islamic explanation for this global practice are the Quranic 
ayas: 

“And for every ummah(nation) there is a messenger;” 10:47 

“And verily We have raised in every nation a messenger, (proclaiming): Serve Allah and 
shun false gods. Then some of them (there were) whom Allah guided, and some of them 
(there were) upon whom error had just hold. Do but travel in the land and see the nature of 
the consequence for the deniers!”   Sura An-Nahl  16:36 
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A measure of the importance which Islam attaches to marriage is evident from the prophet 
Muhammad pbhu, statement : “Marriage is half of Islam…” .   
 
Marriage, Europe and the Guidance  

Across all ages Allah resurrects opportunites within the human catastrophies to Show 
His Guidance, His Path to humanity. 

 
Marriage, Europe and the Guidance are closely intertwined.  Marriage in Europe has played a 
significant and important role, setting the very mould of European development.  The church 
recognised the sanctity of marriage, a means of civilising, restricting the vices and corruption.   
History shows that while the intent was there, the Christian teachings were not.  Jesus (Isa 
As)  was not married. His teachings on marriage were basic.  From an Islamic perspective  he 
was one prophet from many intermediary prophets. Who provided simple guidance to serve 
their people until the arrival of the Final Revelation, the Quran, complete and intact. To serve 
the eternal need of the global human community. 
 
In the absence of authentic teachings of Jesus, the church, to survive, formulated new 
teachings.  The adopted policy on marriage was: no divorce and no polyyny. This but one 
innovation, in matters of religion without taqleed, extreme caution, the consequences are 
severe.  (Muslims can take fundamental lessons on the cost of innovation, as below. ) 
 
In the rise of the Roman Catholic church , there was wide spread resentment. Their was no 
biblical role for papal sovereignty (or the British Monarch for that matter). The demand for 
submission to the supremacy and doctrines of the Pope or the government of Rome, disliked.  
Any individual or group learnt in Christian teachings had every rational justification to 
interpret the teachings without submission to a third party. The pope seen as a puppet of 
Roman vested interests.  This Protest movement had strong arguments with widespread 
support across Europe. What it lacked was a point of focus against the Romo-Christian super 
state. Marriage was to provide the Protestant movement with that vital spark.   
 
Marriage and England      
 In England, Henry VIII faced a problem, he had a daughter Mary but wanted a son 
and legitimate. His wife was unable to “deliver”, divorced was non-existent and the pope 
failed to annul the marriage. Pride and power worked their magic. 
 
A quote is relevant, although the context is different at the time of revelation, The Message, 
the Revelations are dynamic, adjusting to the human need and twists, guiding at each step:- 
“Verily, they are but plotting a plot, And I (too) am planning,   So give a respite to the 
disbelieves, deal gently with for a while” 

Sura At-Tariq 86:15:17 
 
The planning of Allah, is to guide, not to degrade or punish. Although there is some 
degradation and punishment here, here it is to rectify ones path.  True degradation and 
punishment are the preserve of the hereafter, may Allah save us.   
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As for Henry  VIII, the solution advised, is in the annuals of Man uniquely inhuman, to 
sentence the wives to death. Henry had another daughter Elizabeth and a son. Wives he 
beheaded 2, divorced 2, 1 died & 1 outlived him. (Other discretions one can but imagine.)  
Was it a search for a male heir or the craving of pride and power ? Power over life, may 
Allah forgive.  
 
The issue of Marriage was fundamental in splitting the church, reigning in  an era of reprisals, 
consuming innocent lives till today.  The centuries highlight the depth of feelings generated 
and exploited.   Families of the beheaded, the beheaded wives in particular, were hurt. In this 
group of families the Protestant movement sensed an ally.   Collectively whether by design or 
coincident the idea of an English Monarch as the head of the English Church gained 
momentum.  Shortly or perhaps during the beheadings,  Henry VIII was declared as such. 
 
Those that favoured Roman Catholicism faced the wrath of Henry and state. The  new faith 
established with a vengeance and an iron fist, like many human ideologies, pre and post 
Henry VIII. Such an establishment was defendable, Roman Catholicism had itself spread 
with a ruthlessness state partnership i.e. Inquisitions. History is vividly descriptive on the 
scale & nature of atrocities committed. The marriage conflict became a see-saw. 
 
Edward VI, McHenry had a short reign, succeeded by Mary I, Henry VIII first daughter, who 
remained a Catholic. The political influence shifted towards the Catholic church and 
inevitably the events of years previous were repaid in kind. The Protest movement gathered 
around Elizabeth1st, the other McHenry, becoming Queen on Mary’s death. The political 
tempo shifted again with similar consequences. The twists were far from over.   Advisors to 
Elizabeth, presumably families of beheaded wives, instinctually conspired to prevent her 
marriage. One of her preferred suitors was also beheaded.  Elizabeth 1st remained unmarried, 
claiming marriage to “England”. Without heirs the English monarchy would pass to Scotland 
and Mary Queen of Scots, who in turn spent some 18 years in an English prison, before her 
own beheading. 
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Such histories from hell so easily avoidable, in this case with just three teachings of 
Islam: 
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“Which of the favours of your Lord will ye Deny”  
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In these Acts was a humane demonstration from a Unique Source. The British were given 
Rule over the waves and the means to discover the source of these teachings, the Final 
Revelations. This across Africa, the Middle East and India. This demonstration was not 
merely a Divine Mercy for the British in Britain, the mercy was directed at a the wider 
audience, those destined to be British subjects. 
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As history testifies guidance can only be availed by a heart that submits to guidance. The 
opportunity is always there, in marriage & morality at least, if there be a will. 
 

3. Marriage And Guidance  
 
Charges on Islamic Marriages 
 
On the issue of marriage directly the charges against Islam are numerous. The encouragement 
of vices by advocating polygymy or multi-marriages for men, sexist only men are allowed 
this. Divorce is easy, to permit men to “hop beds” and again sexist, easy for a man to divorce 
but a woman must seek an annulment.  And it is permissible to marry girls at a young age. 
 
Before addressing the charges it would be helpful to look at the evidence.  Christianity and 
Islam advocate stable marriages and stable families.   On the evidence Muslim marriages and 
families in Britain, Europe and world wide are more stable and less likely to end in 
separations or divorce. (This despite British immigration laws forcing couples apart,  in some 
cases for a decade and more!)   
 
Clearly the Muslims seems to serve the humane aims better.   A simple response to the 
charges are the glaring facts. The modern civilisations of Christian origin are more guilty of 
the charges, than the Muslims they are raised against. 
 
Divorce although easy to implement in Islam is rarely used by men or women.  Although the 
value of the concept of an easy divorce is now fully recognised. In the legal and social 
communities seen as an invaluable development.  Once decided a divorce should be simple, 
uncomplicated and inexpensive for the benefit of the parties, their children and society.  The 
lengthy procedures serving to destroy any remaining goodwill in the parties, in the law, in the 
lawyers and in the guardians of law. 
 
The reason for the limited use of divorce in Islam, despite the ease,  is the degree of 
commitment. A covenant which Muslim men and women feel towards their partners in 
marriage, the offspring and wider families. This as an article of faith, to uphold and preserve 
family ties and kinship.  Relations by rule are selected by the Creator.  The human has no say 
in who the parents, children, siblings, cousins, aunts and uncles are.  Similar is the case with 
the spouse, difficult to believe it may be.  
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The Islamic perspective on divorce is that it is the most disliked act from all the permissible 
acts. This lesson has clearly served Muslims families well. Despite the general decline within 
Muslims for Islamic teachings. Divorce is still a small minority affair, sadly it is accelerating.   
 
Polygyny although permissible, advocated and encouraged by Islam  is only practised by less 
than 1% of Muslim men. Amongst the European and affluent Muslims in the home countries 
it is even more rare.   These Muslims have taken the lead from Europe and the west. Why the 
burden and responsibility of marriage,  when you can have a bit on the side without a care 
….across the EU,US, FE, CIS, Africa, S. America….and much closer to home.  
  
Technically speaking in most Muslims countries it is still difficult to have such a good time, 
compared to  developed (and many undeveloped) countries….  Within the Muslim states one 
should find the practice of polygyny common. The picture though is quite the reverse. 
Although there are women who would be more than happy to become second, third or forth 
wives, men choose not to re-marry? 
 
There are two reasons for the abandonment of polygyny. The hesitation born from the sense 
of marriage commitment which Islam cultivates in Muslim men. Which combined with the 
need to control lust is a genuine brake. Sadly the real reason may be an abuse of this very 
same brake.  The use of a marriage commitment as an excuse against polygyny and hence a 
submission to lust through extra marital relationships.   Unfortunately this abuse is aided by 
the  new global media revolutions, “solutions”. Satellite TV, videos, Internet, contraceptives, 
all cheaper by the minute. 
 
The wider social perspective justifies polygyny, serving to prove the Divine origins of Islam 
and it’s authentic preservation.   Globally in every community there is a greater proportions 
of women to men, and the differential growing. In some countries Thailand, Philipines, 
Vietnam, India, Bangladesh… the ratio of women to men ranges from 5:1 to 12:1.   Only The 
Divine Source could now this detail in advance and provided a means to address the issue in 
a manner civil and humane. (Genetic engineers will no doubt focus on the discrepancy 
seeking another Nobel Prize.)   
 
With polygyny the number of children in a family may be the same, but each woman may 
have only 2 or 3 at the most.   The medical and educational benefits for the mother and the 
children evident.  The opportunity of educating the children, personally by the mother herself, 
in a small group has a truly tremendous potential. 
 
In order to protect, respect and honour all women, polygyny would appear logical. Giving  all 
women the opportunity of a home under which they can live and fulfil their distinct 
responsibility of motherhood. In peace, trust and harmony, with the company of a caring, 
considerate husband, with genuine qualities for fatherhood.     This is not anti conservatism, 
anti-socialism, anti-liberal, anti-Judaeo-Christian…. It is simply pro-human, a means to 
humanise the prevalent inhuman practice. 
 
On the point that men are permitted to practice polygyny while women are denied their 
equivalent polyandry, the issue is rather self explanatory.   Marriage is a basic instrument for 
civilising humankind. Polyandry amongst women will reduce marriage to what it is today, a 
joke. It will remove authentic parental lineage, establish and authenticate illegitimacy, 
confuse the issue of inheritance, render morality to the bin….reversing the human back into 
the animal form. 
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As for marrying girls or boys young, the statistics provide a simple answer. In view of the 
rising number of teenage pregnancies, where the state and the grandparents are left holding 
the baby, literally, a serious review would be appropriate. Marriage in such exceptional cases 
would appear a better solution. With hindsight the prevention of such exceptional 
circumstances would  in itself be a better solution.  The age limits of 16,17,18 were 
introduced to save young girls (young boys had no saviours!)  from the hell of the “Victorian 
man”. The affluent Victorian and the poor Victorian saw an opportunity for an old trade. It 
was the man, woman and society that was sick, but it was the girl that was treated, and the 
boy neglected.  But was the man, woman and society really contained?  
 
The teenage pregnancies is another reason for the option to marry at a young age. Some girls, 
evidently mature faster, seeking fulfilment early.  In such cases, the logic should be the 
curbing of illitimate birth. Contraceptives and more sex education on evidence not much of a 
solution. Contraceptives and the sex education deny the psychology of the young mind.  At 
this age, pre planning, is an unreasonable expectation. The  chemical urge overpowering. The 
morning after pill not a solution only another pit. It is the young mind that needs protecting, 
from the knowledge and means with which they cannot cope. 
 
Historically there were other causes for young marriages. Providing poor families with an 
option to lighten their survival burden.  When there is fear the young may be harmed, raped, 
kidnapped, killed etc. Whereas there are statistics on this in developed countries, such 
incidents are probably more prevalent in less developed countries. Providing the husband 
with the opportunity to educate his bride in a manner that befits him is a logical conclusion. 
 
Young marriages are not a teaching or instruction of Islam. It is the prevention of vices that 
Islam teaches.    Young marriage is an option and with rare use.  Muslim parents by and large 
maintain their daughters until at least the mid teens, 15-17 and the age is rising.  
 
Admittedly the young are not in much of a position to make a sound judgment.  Sadly the 
modern efforts: co-education, mixed education, premature and metamorphic sexual 
experiments…. presumably conceived to secure sound judgment, choice and stable marriages 
are shambles. These efforts demonstrate failures on a far more serious scale than any charge 
against the Muslim. Although Muslims in the West, and many not in the West, are desperate 
to catch the Western statistics. 
 
(Muslims are not immune from failure, far from it.  Muslim marriages also fail to intentions 
ill, the  basic human failing. Miss conceived vested interests, in one or both parties, parents or 
the families. Inhumane reasoning:  lust, abuse, wealth, emigration, foreign and or stay visas, 
avenge of family feuds …etc.) 
 
Parents as guardians to the children, within their circumstances, naturally do the best for the 
child. This from genetic parental love, a will to give their child the best, there is no evidence 
to assume anything contrary. Why should Muslim parents have anything but the best interest 
of their children at heart? Where does the modern world acquire a monopoly over the concern 
to challenge this? Not from history, current affairs or the modern statistics.  
 
The value of parental love and care is second to none. A fact supported by social work.  Who 
fully appreciate, bending backwards to try and keep children with their parents in situations 
difficult. The degree of parental love may vary from parent to parent and child to child, but 
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no degree of social care, facilities, education comes close to the concern or care that a genetic 
parent can offer. 
 
The notions in practice today, that the “life style” can serve the cause of the child better than 
the parents, is indefensible, by the evidence. In the many recorded cases where keeping 
children with parent has proved terminal for the child, there is a need to look at the actual 
facts. The 50%  rate of illegitimacy, multiple partners by the night, perhaps the doubtful or 
the recognised “fatherhood” is at fault.    The life style, “live life to the full” may also hold an 
answer.  Perhaps the young victims, are victims to the life style. Where with hindsight the 
child’s birth seen as a mistake! Man, accept the insane, desperate for guidance. 
 
In Islam the parental responsibilities for the child are non transferable.   No third party can do 
better. The genetic motherly love not in doubt. The Islamic prospective on mothers, leaves no 
doubt as to the status of the mother, the woman.   Paradise can be secured or lost with the 
attitude and service to the mother, and the father.  Almost every “modern” home, can testify 
to the need for  improved attitude towards parents.   Society confirms the need to seed a 
serving, caring attitude towards parents. As a desperate alternative to parents living alone, 
dumped on council care schemes or the nursing homes.  
 
Parents do fail towards the children. Muslim and non-Muslim parents abuse and deny them 
their rights, marriage is but one. One by asserting their miss conceived interest on their child,  
the other by sacrificing them to immature whim and sex. 
 
In islam the deliberate wrong selection of a marriage partner is a fundamental denial of a 
child’s right.   As with other transgressions by Muslim or non-Muslim, parent or otherwise, 
local or world-wide, each will face the reckoning of Allah and especially on the day of 
judgement. 
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The responsibility for the blood ties has to remain within the bounds of the family unit i.e. the 
parent and the child. It cannot be assumed by sundry or state. When it is you have the present 
statistics. 
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Please use this form to complete your answers to the questions in the consultation paper. Upon 
completion, please send the document as an attachment in an email to: 

civilpartnershipregistration@scotland.gsi.gov.uk’. 

Instructions for Completion 

� Use the ‘tab’ key to move to the next field on the form.   
� To select a value from a drop-down list, click on the arrow beside the field 
� To tick a box, please click once on it 
� To type in text, just start typing. The box will expand to fit your comments. 
�  ‘Save’ document when complete 
 
 

Part 1 – Personal details 
 

Please complete the details below as this will help ensure we handle your response appropriately.  
 
 

Title: Prof 

First name: Kenneth 

Surname: Norrie 

Job Title: Professor of Law and Head of Strathclyde Law School 

Organisation: University of Strathclyde 

Address: 
 
 

The Law School 

Stenhouse Building 

173 Cathedral Street 

  

Town/City: Glasgow 

Postcode: G4 0RQ 

Telephone number 0141 548 3393 
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For the purpose of analysing responses, it would be 
helpful if you would also indicate the capacity in 
which you are completing this questionnaire. 

Legal sector 

Do you agree to your response being made public 
(in SE library and/or on SE website)? Yes 

Where confidentiality is not requested, we will 
publish your full response including your name (and 
address, where provided). If you do not wish for 
these personal details to be published, please 
check this box 

 

Are you content for the Scottish Executive Civil Law 
Division to contact you again in the future for 
consultation purposes? 

Yes 
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Part 2 – Consultation points 
 

 
1.    We propose that Scottish same-sex couples should be able to register their partnership in 
order to trigger access to a comprehensive package of rights and responsibilities in both reserved and 
devolved areas. (paragraphs 3.1 to 3.11) 
 
Please provide any comments. 
As an individual likely to take advantage of the proposed scheme of registration I welcome this 
proposal; as a family lawyer with knowledge of the practical difficulties presently caused by the 
absence of such a scheme I consider that conferring rights and imposing responsibilities on same-sex 
couples is long overdue.  No-one today would seriously argue that a member of a same-sex couple 
should have less protection from domestic violence than a member of an opposite-sex couple, or that 
a child being brought up by a same-sex couple should have less protection against domestic violence 
than a child being brought up by an opposite-sex couple; few believe today that gay and lesbian 
people should be taxed more heavily than non-gay or lesbian people or that, on death, their lives 
should be assessed as economically less valuable; few believe today that equitable redistribution of 
assets when a couple separate is appropriate for opposite-sex couples but not for same-sex couples. 
 
It could be argued that all these rights and responsibilities can be conferred on same-sex couples 
without giving them the state sanction to their relationship that is unquestionably inherent in 
registration.  But registration is essential as a matter of practicality.  The great practical benefit of 
marriage is that everyone knows  -  and can very readily prove  -  whether any individual is entitled to 
the specific right or is subject to the specific obligation.  If that were not clear to everyone, and if it 
required proof of the nature of the relationship in every case, then the courts would be clogged up with 
domestic disputes which required an intimate examination of the most personal details of individuals’ 
private lives.  It is to avoid this that registration is essential.  For example, if succession rights were 
given between same-sex couples but there was no registration process for the relationship, the 
survivor would have to go to court to prove that he or she was in a "same-sex relationship" however 
the statute defined it  -  and more to the point potential challengers would have title to argue that the 
relationship was simply a house-sharing arrangement.  The court would then have to examine the 
sexual nature of the relationship, the extent to which the couple shared a social life, the extent to 
which their finances were interlinked etc.  And in every single case a third party to the relationship 
would have a direct financial interest in denying the nature of the relationship.  Or a person against 
whom an application for what is presently called a "matrimonial interdict" is made could defend the 
case not on the basis that it was unnecessary but on the basis that the relationship was not 
sufficiently conjugal  -  diverting the court from the real issue (whether the interdict is needed) to the 
nature of the relationship.  To avoid these practical (and unnecessary and distasteful) complications 
same-sex couples need a means of having their relationships recognised and proved simply by the 
production of a certificate (analogous to a marriage certificate).  Registration of civil partnership 
provides this. (It may be relevant to remember that unnecessary state investigation into the intimate 
details of individuals’ private lives was held by the European Court of Human Rights to be a breach of 
article 8 (right to respect for private life) in Lustig-Prean v. United Kingdom (1999)  -  one of the so-
called "gays in the military" cases). 
 
In other words, justice and equality demands that same-sex couples have the same opportunities as 
opposite-sex couples; practicality demands that this has to be provided in a comprehensive, easily 
established, and public means such as registration. 
 
There will always be couples who choose not to register their relationship.  They should not be 
forgotten.  Currently Scots law makes some (but very limited) provision for giving legal consequences 
to unmarried opposite-sex cohabitants (those who "live together as if they were husband and wife").  
Such provisions are found, for example, in the Matrimonial Homes (Family Protection) (Scotland) Act 
1981, the Damages (Scotland) Act 1976 and the Administration of Justice Act 1982; matters of tax, 
pensions and social security (reserved to Westminster) provide further examples.  It follows that in 
order to achieve equal opportunities for all, these provisions too (which are nowhere mentioned in the 
Discussion Papers from either the Scottish Executive or the DTI) will require to be extended to same-
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sex couples so that unregistered couples are not disadvantaged vis-a-vis unmarried couples (i.e. 
unregistered opposite-sex couples).  Every legal system abroad which has introduced civil 
partnerships for same-sex couples has at the same time also extended the rules of cohabitation to 
same-sex couples and we must not forget to do so in Scotland and in the UK also.   Because much of 
our existing cohabitation law is currently illegitimately discriminatory against same-sex cohabitants in 
comparison to opposite-sex cohabitants (as recognised by the English Court of Appeal in Ghaidan v. 
Mendoza (November 2002) it is not acceptable to delay this issue until the whole of cohabitation law 
is reviewed, rather than taking the opportunity that is presented by the legislation proposed in this 
Consultation Paper.  The devolved legislation is not extensive and so additions to the Partnership 
Registration Bill would not be great. 
 
 
 
 
2.    If we are to introduce civil partnership registration for same-sex couples, we propose asking 
the Scottish Parliament to agree to a Sewel motion so that Scottish provisions can be included in any 
Westminster Bill. (paragraphs 4.1 to 4.7) 
 
Please provide any comments. 
This proposal is satisfactory (from a legal rather than a political perspective) only if there is sufficient 
opportunity for the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Executive to ensure that the provisions 
applicable to Scotland fully reflect Scots law.  The September discussion paper has at least two 
proposals (mentioned below in response to question 11) which reflect English marriage and divorce 
law and are alien to existing Scots law.  It is essential that full Scottish scrutiny be afforded to the 
legislation to ensure that such errors do not find their way into the legislation. 
 
 
 
Principles 
 
We propose seven underlying principles through which a civil partnership registration scheme can be 
understood. Each of these is described below. 
 
3.    We believe that Scottish same-sex couples should be able to register their partnership in 
Scotland rather than having to travel to England or Wales. (paragraph 5.2) 
 
Do you support this principle?   Yes  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
       
 
 
 
 
  
4.    We believe that the UK Government should recognise partnerships registered by same-sex 
couples in Scotland for reserved purposes. (paragraph 5.3) 
 
Do you support this principle?   Yes  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
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5.    We believe that partnerships registered by same-sex couples in Scotland should trigger 
access to a comprehensive package of rights and responsibilities in devolved areas that largely 
mirrors those available to civil registered partners in England and Wales. (paragraph 5.4) 
 
Do you support this principle?   No  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 This is the wrong question and the wrong aim.  The Scottish legislation should not aim to mirror the 
rights and responsibilities conferred on same-sex couples in England but rather on opposite-sex 
couples in Scotland.  Married couples in England have different (if substantially similar) rights and 
responsibilities from married couples in Scotland and equality for Scottish same-sex couples is 
equality of choice and opportunity with opposite-sex couples here in Scotland.  A human rights 
challenge based on arts 8 and 14 of the ECHR (right to respect for family life in a non-discriminatory 
fashion) will not be avoided by giving Scottish same-sex couples the rights and responsibilities given 
to English same-sex couples but by giving them the rights and responsibilities opposite sex couples 
have in Scotland.  If parity with England gave protection from human rights challenges then there 
would currently be no human rights concerns since in both jurisdictions same-sex couples equally 
suffer the misery of non-recognition. 
 
 
 
 
 
6.    We believe that devolved aspects of civil partnership registration should be based on Scots 
law. (paragraph 5.5) 
 
Do you support this principle?   Yes  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 We have to be clear which aspect of Scots law the new registration scheme is to be based upon.  
There are at least three choices: Scots contract law (for registration will be based on mutual 
agreement), Scots law of commercial partnerships (for registration will create a partnership) and Scots 
marriage law.  But same-sex couples are more analogous to opposite-sex domestic partners than 
commercial partners or parties to a contract.  What we are really talking about is the legal regulation 
of families.  Families based around opposite-sex couples are primarily regulated through marriage 
law; families based around same-sex couples should be regulated through an institution as close to 
marriage as is apt.  In other words, it is Scots marriage law that the new system of registration for 
same-sex couples needs to be based upon. 
 
I conceive this to mean that the model to be followed is existing Scots marriage law, for marriage is 
presently the determinant of and pointer to various entitlements, rights and responsibilities accessible 
to opposite-sex conjugal couples.  But while marriage is the model, it does not follow that marriage 
needs to be replicated (and, of course, given a different name): in other words I do not believe that 
ALL the rules of marriage should apply to registered partnerships.  Rather we should start with the 
presumption that each rule will apply, until a sound reason has been established for disapplying the 
rule for same-sex couples.  A marriage rule might be disapplied because it cannot be extended to 
same-sex couples without altering its content, or because it is simply inappropriate given the needs 
and aspirations of same-sex couples.  An obvious example would be the rule contained in section 
5(1)(a) of the Law Reform (Parent and Child) (Scotland) Act 1986 whereby the husband of a woman 
who gives birth is presumed to be the father of the child.  That is a presumption of genetic paternity 
and simply cannot be applied to a same-sex couple one of whom gives birth  -  the law would not 
presume the female partner of a mother to be the child’s father and so this rule is inapplicable to 
same-sex couples and should not appear in the legislation.  Whether the partner of a parent should be 
given a co-parenting role is a quite separate issue but this would require a wholly new rule which, in 
the circumstances, might be appropriate for same-sex registered partners but not opposite-sex 
married couples:  again this illustrates that the marriage rules can only be a starting point but they 
should be altered if necessary to meet the different needs of same-sex couples. 
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7.    We believe that in order to achieve a comprehensive package of rights and responsibilities in 
reserved and devolved areas, and to avoid difficult cross border issues, that Westminster is best 
placed to legislate for civil partnership registration in Scotland through a UK Civil Partnership 
Registration Bill. (paragraph 5.6) 
 
Do you support this principle?         
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 See my comments to question 2 above.  It seems to me that this issue is a matter of political 
judgment rather than of principle.  IN PRINCIPLE Scottish family law (like all devolved issues) should 
be advanced and developed by the Scottish Parliament, though there may well be reasons of political 
expediency why Westminster should be invited to legislate in the Scottish Parliament’s stead. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.    We recognise the role that marriage has in Scottish society and do not seek to undermine 
marriage by extending civil partnership registration to cohabiting couples. (paragraph 5.7) 
 
Do you support this principle?   In part  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 I recognise and accept the role that marriage has in Scottish society but I do not accept the premise 
behind this principle which is that opening civil partnerships to opposite-sex couples would 
"undermine marriage".  At worse it would reduce marginally the overall numbers of opposite-sex 
couples who choose to get married but until that reduction becomes so great as to threaten the very 
continuance of marriage as an institution there is no undermining.  At best it would give those 
opposite-sex couples who disapprove of the concept of marriage (perhaps because they see it as 
religious or patriarchal in a way that goes against their own fundamental beliefs) the opportunity to 
access all the rights and responsibilities that same-sex couples would have without them having to 
compromise their beliefs.  It might be relevant to note that in France, Belgium, the Netherlands and 
Hawaii where registered partnerships are open to opposite-sex couples as well as same-sex couples 
the statistical evidence since 1999 has shown no decrease in the absolute number of couples getting 
married.  
 
The thinking behind this principle is that marriage should remain the unique determinant of rights and 
responsiblities for opposite-sex couples  -  but that position was undermined many years ago when 
responsibilities and rights were extended to unmarried opposite-sex couples.  Yet marriage itself as 
an institution that people wish to access has survived; similarly it would survive the extension of 
registered partnerships to opposite-sex couples.  
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9.    We do not seek to open up marriage to same-sex couples. Instead we are creating a new 
legal status of civil registered partner for same-sex couples. (paragraph 5.8) 
  
Do you support this principle?   Yes  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 I do not and never have supported a strategy of achieving equality of opportunity for same-sex 
couples by seeking to extend marriage, as such, to them.  Some of the rules of marriage cannot be 
applied to same-sex couples (the presumption of paternity) and some are wholly inappropriate (e.g. 
the requirement for ability to consummate  -  that is to say the ability to achieve penile penetration of 
the vagina; the concept of divorce for adultery; the gendered rules providing wives with protection 
from criminal charges when they aid their law-breaking husbands).  So I have always believed that the 
way forward is to create a separate institution which is designed to reflect the needs and aspirations 
of same-sex couples and is able to respond to changes in their section of society rather than changes 
affecting the majority.  I have little interest in the name such an institution is to be given. 
 
However, though I do not advocate it, nor would I actively oppose the repeal of the rule in section 
5(4)(e) of the Marriage (Scotland) Act 1977 that it is an impediment to marriage that both parties are 
of the same sex.  "Marriage"  is a notion with at least three meanings.  First there is marriage as a 
religious concept  -  and the law cannot tell religious groups how they are to define their own concept.  
Secondly marriage is the legal concept, i.e. an institution which acts as the identifier of legal rights and 
legal responsibilities.  The law has complete control over this concept and I do not see it as an attack 
on religious beliefs if the law defines what it calls "marriage" differently from how a religious group 
defines what it also calls "marriage".  So it is not, for example, an attack on Roman Catholic belief for 
Scots law to allow divorce.  Divorce is the legal termination of the legal relationship and says nothing 
about the religious concept as defined by that Church.  Similarly if the law opened its concept of 
marriage to same-sex couples this would not affect the freedom of any religious group to define its 
own concept of marriage more or less narrowly.  And thirdly marriage is a social concept and while 
both the law and religion can affect this neither can control it.  Couples in registered partnerships will 
be socially perceived to be "married", however legally and religiously inept this word is.  It will become 
the social usage to describe this form of social relationship (as is clear from the press coverage of this 
Consultation Paper, which has overwhelmingly insisted on referring to the proposals as proposals for 
"gay marriage"). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scottish Civil Partnership Registration Scheme 
 
10.    We propose that there are set formal requirements to be met by those wishing to register a 
partnership. These are explained in paragraphs 6.6 to 6.10. 
 
Do you support the formal  
requirements that we propose?   In part 
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 The test I suggested earlier was that the rules of marriage should apply unless there is sound reason 
not to do so.  There is no sound reason to depart from the marriage rules in relation to age and 
exclusivity of relationship.  I am far less convinced that the forbidden degrees, as contained in section 
2 of and Schedule 1 to the Marriage (Scotland) Act 1977 should be extended to same-sex couples.  
One of the primary reasons (though admittedly not the only reason) why the law prohibits marriage 
within the forbidden degrees is the legitimate aim of minimising the risk of children being born with the 
genetic defects commonly associated with genetically closely related parents.  That aim is, for obvious 
reasons, entirely irrelevant for same-sex couples.   Another reason is to maintain consistency with the 
criminal law of incest: again that is irrelevant for same-sex couples (unless the criminal law of incest is 
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to be extended to cover brother-brother, aunt-neice etc sexual activity).  The complexities of the 
forbidden degrees within affinitive relationships (e.g. a man may not marry his ex-mother-in-law, 
unless both his ex-wife and her father are dead and both he and his ex-mother-in-law are over the 
age of 21) serve little purpose for opposite-sex couples and it would, therefore, be pointless to extend 
them to same-sex couples. 
 
Paras 6.06 - 6.10 lists some of the marital restrictions but not them all.  So for example, a foreign 
person not able to marry by their own law cannot escape that incapacity by marrying in Scotland: is 
there to be a similar rule for registered partnerships?  If so (though it is not mentioned in the 
Discussion Paper) I suggest that an incapacity founded upon a foreign jurisdiction’s non-recognition of 
same-sex unions should be ignored: it is rational to distinguish here between same-sex unions and 
marriage because every country in the world has an institution called "marriage" while only a couple of 
dozen countries have legally recognised same-sex unions. 
 
Another notable omission from the Discussion Paper concerns consent.  The Marriage (Scotland) Act 
1977 provides that a marriage is void if a person does not understand or is incapable of consenting.  
This needs to be explicit for registered partners too, in order to avoid any argument that a registered 
partnership is valid even when a person’s consent thereto was defective.  There is no good reason 
not to apply this rule. 
 
It should be remembered that marriage can be created in Scotland by a means other than formal 
registration  -  the common law method of marriage by cohabitation with habit and repute.  This is 
non-statutory and will not (one assumes) be extended to same-sex couples.  But that leaves same-
sex couples disadvantaged in that they will be deprived of the right to attempt to access succession 
rights in circumstances in which opposite-sex couples who do not register their "marriage" can access 
such rights.  This is discrimination, but I do not recommend extending the concept of marriage by 
cohabitation with habit and repute to same-sex couples ("partnership cohabitation").  An infinitely 
better approach (which  modernises Scots law and removes an anomaly as well as making it non-
discriminatory) is to take the opportunity afforded by this legislation to abolish this form of unregistered 
"marriage". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11.    We propose that there be a set process for the registration of a civil partnership, the 
dissolution of a civil partnership and that a civil registered partner be able to inform the registrar of the 
death of a partner. These are explained in paragraphs 6.11 to 6.35. 
 
Do you support the process aspects 
of registration that we propose?   In part 
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 There is no reason to create any different procedure from that already existing for opposite-sex 
couples registering their relationship as marriage and this proposal is acceptable insofar as it 
suggests replicating that process, together with its notice- and waiting-periods.  I agree fully with 
paragraph 6.21 that the need for publicity outweighs individual desire for privacy, for the reasons set 
out in my comment to Question 1. 
 
The same comment applies for the procedure relating to dissolution (contained in both primary and 
secondary legislation, both of which will require replication or amendment). 
 
However, paragraph 6.26 which lists the grounds for dissolution does not explain why adultery and 
desertion (the other two grounds for divorce) have been omitted.  I have already stated (see my 
answer to question 9 above) that adultery is, in my view, inappropriate as a concept for same-sex 
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couples; but I see no sound reason to exclude the rule that the relationship can be dissolved for 
desertion.  (In fact, and incidentally, I believe that Scots marriage law would be improved by the 
abolition of both adultery and desertion and if the opportunity is taken to do so then not only would 
equality be furthered but marriage law itself would be bettered). 
 
Paras 6.28 and 6.29 are English procedures with no existing equivalent in Scots marrriage law and I 
assume that they appear here by mistake  -  but this graphically illustrates the need for careful 
Scottish scrutiny if the legislation is to come from Westminster. 
 
The rule in section 17 of the Family Law (Scotland) Act 1985 is often overlooked but must be 
extended to registered partnerships.  This permits financial provision to be granted to parties whose 
marriage is declared void (as opposed to being brought to an end by divorce).  If registered 
partnerships are declared void (as opposed to being terminated by dissolution) then the parties 
should, like their opposite-sex counterparts, be able to seek financial provision. 
 
At para 6.33, replicating the rule for marriage, Orders for Separation are recommended.  In my view 
this is one of those rules that is inappropriate for same-sex couples and should not be applied to 
them.  What practical purpose does it serve to allow court time to be expended determining whether 
the court should grant an order permitting parties to a registered partnership who no longer want to 
live togerther, to separate and live apart?  No-one is going to stay together just because they do not 
have a court order permitting them to separate.  I would abolish the action for separation for married 
parties, but I recognise that some people adhere to religious beliefs that do not accept divorce and for 
whom, for that reason, a decree of separation is perceived to have some benefit.  But it is 
inconceivable that any faith group that does not countenance divorce would at the same time 
countenance their members entering into same-sex partnerships, so the question will never arise.  In 
other words, while decrees of separation might be argued to have some residual use for a small 
number of opposite-sex married couples, they will never have any use for same-sex registered 
partners. 
 
 
 
 
 
12.    We propose that civil registered partners are recognised in Scots family law. This covers, 
parental responsibility, children (residence and contact on dissolution), aliment, property division of 
dissolution, intestacy, inheritance and damages. Our proposals are explained in paragraphs 6.36 to 
6.42. 
 
Do you support this proposal?   Yes  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 There are various other consequences of marriage than those listed in the discussion paper and a 
careful audit of both statutory and common law needs to be undertaken in order to identify every 
single marital consequence in law.  (For example in succession spousal prior rights come from the 
Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 but spousal legal rights come from the common law  -  the latter will 
need to be put on a statutory basis for registered partnerships).  As with the procedures for entering 
into and dissolving partnerships, each consequence of marriage should be extended to registered 
partnerships, unless there is sound reason not to do so.  And in addition to the areas of law 
mentioned, the criminal law and international private law (conflict of laws) need to be included in this 
process. 
 
In relation to parental responsibilities and parental rights (as discussed in paras 6.37 - 6.38) it is in my 
view unnecessary to include anything in legislation since the Children (Scotland) Act 1995 already 
achieves what is being suggested.  However, not all sheriffs seem to realise this (see X v. Y 2002 SLT 
(Sh Ct) 161) and it may be that legislation is necessary to reinforce the point. 
 
I do not, however, see the need to await the outcome of the Adoption Policy Review before we rid the 
fostering regulations of the ban on same-sex couples (registered or unregistered) fostering children 
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(as we certainly will do), or to extend the right to adopt to registered partners, given that this is 
analogous to marriage.  It can no longer be argued that gay or lesbian people cannot adopt (for the 
law permits them to do so) and it would be discriminatory to allow registered opposite-sex couples  -  
i.e. married couples  -  to adopt but not registered same-sex couples.  To resolve this discrimination in 
the partnership legislation rather than waiting a couple of years for new adoption legislation would 
serve one valuable political purpose and at the same time serve the interests of Scottish children  -  it 
would allow the Adoption Policy Review to concentrate on the substantive issues of adoption and 
child welfare, rather than have their attention diverted to the far less important issue of same-sex 
couples.  We need to avoid that happened in England in 2002 when the debate over important 
changes to adoption law was highjacked by the adult issue of same-sex couple adoption and the real 
issue  -  children and their needs  -  was forgotten or ignored by both the press and by many MPs 
charged with scrutinising the whole legislation.  I strongly urge that we deal with the adult issue now 
and allow the Adoption Policy Review to concentrate on children-focussed issues.  We will, by doing 
so, end up with a better adoption system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13.    We propose that civil registered partners are recognised consequentially in other aspects of 
Scots Law. This includes council tax, local government elections, making financial decisions on behalf 
of adults with incapacity, hospital visiting and medical treatment, prison visiting, survivor pensions and 
injury benefits from public service pension schemes, fatal accident inquiry, burial, post mortems and 
organ retention. Our proposals are explained in paragraphs 6.43 to 6.53. 
 
Do you support this proposal?   Yes  
 
Please provide any additional comments 
 See the comment in question 12 about the need for a careful audit of all rules of law to ensure that 
nothing is missed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


